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MaxParallel™ for SQL Server
It’s Quicker in Parallel

www.maxparallel.com

Significantly shortens your me to process
transac ons, generate reports and analyze trends
Simple plug and play so[ware
No programming or hardware changes

- CTO, Desk So[ware and Consulࢼng GmbH

Experience benefits overnight
Speed up concurrent data access by removing serial
resource contenঞon in mulঞ-core servers
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Delays & waste caused
by normal serial scheduling

Fast, concurrent data access
with MaxParallel™ so[ware
SQL Server
Database
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Annual subscrip on prices* for
on-premises and cloud deployments

Standard Edi on $211 per core**
Enterprise Edi on $789 per core**
Hourly subscrip ons available from
Azure Marketplace ***

Ideal soluঞon for business-criঞcal
High-Velocity OLTP and Real-Time Analyঞcs
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We tested MaxParallel for SQL Server 2016,
not expec ng much since it is one of the best
op mized database solu ons in the world.
We were really surprised that DataCore
improved producঞvity by over 30%.

* Includes premium support
** Must match cores licensed to SQL Server; 4-core minimum.
*** Hourly infrastructure costs for Microso[® SQL Server 2017,
2016, 2014, 2012, 2008 on Windows Server priced separately

MaxParallel users report:

1.2x to 3x

quicker response
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20% to 60%
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8-core server / 5 working / 3 idle
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8-cores / all 8 put to work

more transacঞons

1.5x to 2x

faster reports
Real- me stock level updates, inventory transfers and price sheet updates take a frac on of the me with DataCore
MaxParallel for SQL Server, enabling us to oﬀer the most compe ve products to our customers. The plug-and-play
so ware makes our database run insanely fast. It has the poten al to change our business overnight.

- Manuel Hanke (TyreWorld)

Email us at MaxParallel_SQL_info@datacore.com - You could be far more responsive and producঞve overnight.
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